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varying values for different individuals, whereas the values of other kinds of rights seem to remain constant for all claimants: The fact that I am in a coma does not seem to diminish the value of my house to me, but freedom of speech means little to one biologically incapable of speaking.
In this Article, I try to show that these intuitive differences penetrate the structure of rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution and require new ways of justifying the attribution of freedoms to children, the mentally ill or retarded, and those who are senile or comatose. Part I probes the structure of constitutional freedoms and shows how they contrast with other constitutional rights, with regard to both the conduct protected and the characteristics required of claimants. Parts 11-V explore the possible grounds for ascribing freedoms to a person incapable of rational choice, despite the difficulties enumerated in Part I. I consider the possibilities of treating such a person as if he were in fact able to formulate his own values; of permitting him freedoms now so that he will know what to do with them when, as we hope, he becomes fully competent in the future; of accepting as binding the choices made on his behalf by those who stand closest to him; and even of imposing on the state a constitutional obligation to make such choices as surrogate for the incompetent person.
I. THE STRUCTURE OF CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTIONS
There is a critical distinction between constitutional freedoms' and other constitutional protections: A freedom protects from state-imposed constraint individual choices to perform or not to perform certain actions, and to pursue or not to pursue certain conditions of character. 2 , Freedom of speech protects both the choice to speak and the choice to be silent; 3 the free exercise of religion guarantees that the state can no more command piety than it can forbid it. 4 Likewise, the liberty protected by the due process clause entrusts to individuals the decision whether to bear children or remain childless.
s By contrast, although other constitutional protections protect a certain action or condition against state interference, they may not permit a claimant to choose to pursue an opposite action or condition. For example, the seventh amendment protects common law suitors with twenty dollars at stake from governmental deprivation of the "right of trial by jury." The amendment does not guarantee suitors the option not to have a jury trial; it would permit the government to require jury trials in all cases. 6 The fourth amendment "right to be secure . . . against unreasonable searches and seizures" does not protect an eccentric interest in a condition of insecurity.
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Because they protect choice, freedoms produce by their very nature greater unpredictability than do other constitutional protections. For example, granting children the freedom to vote would entail the unique and unpredictable cost of introducing a largely irrational influence into the electoral process. By contrast, although extending the ban against unreasonable searches and seizures to incompetents would involve social costs, the incompetence of some of those thereby protected would not impose any special costs.
The elements of choice and unpredictability create obvious difficulties for the ascription of liberties to individuals incapable of making rational choices. The reason is that the rationales thought to justify protection of the various constitutional freedoms presuppose that the claimant can make rational decisions that will not result in significant social or individual harm. The Supreme Court has said that freedom of speech is guaranteed, in part, to achieve the goal of pro-tecting "the free discussion of governmental affairs." '8 That protection in turn rests on two principles. First, the speaker has a right to participate in decisions that affect him. 9 Second, the public deserves unrestricted access to information so that decisions arrived at democratically will be made intelligently. 1 0 Both principles, however, make certain assumptions about the characteristics of the speaker. The first assumes a moral and rational being capable of self-government, an ability that voting laws do not attribute to children 1 1 or to the mentally disabled. 12 The second, though imposing no explicit limitations on the character of the speaker, at least supposes that his speech might possibly assist democratic decisionmaking; one who is severely retarded will only rarely offer such assistance.
The other principal reason for the guarantee of freedom of speech is its intrinsic value "as a means of self-expression, selfrealization, and self-fulfillment." 13 It might seem contradictory for society to sanctify the speaker's autonomy while at the same time evaluating his competence in order to determine whether he has a right to speak. But I doubt that we really believe the two are incompatible. We let adults utter obscenities, 1 4 but we don't let children hear them, 15 however satisfying the exchange might be to both in their separate ways. The reason is that we recognize a right to autonomy only for persons within a certain range, a range defined by the ability to make rational choices about how one's self ought to be expressed, realized, and fulfilled. 16 Thus, as the individual's capacity for moral and rational choice diminishes, state action restricting speech is less likely to be seen as a restraint on freedom.
The constitutional guarantee of the free exercise of religion presents a similar set of problems. It is nearly a matter of definition that religious faith is not the product of a strictly "rational" choice. But that is not to say that, because the protected choice may not be wholly rational, persons incapable of rational choice may lay equal claim to the guaranteed freedom. The requirements that protected religious activity be "based . . . upon a faith to which all else is subordinate or upon which all else is ultimately dependent" 17 and be "intimately related to daily living" 18 take for granted that claimants are capable of ordering life's important concerns and acting consistently with their convictions. The qualities of experience, judgment, and moral conviction that govern those choices are not ones that we attribute, say, to young children.
What I have said about first amendment freedoms applies as well to the substantive protections of the due process and equal protection clauses. An aspect of due process "liberty" that currently receives vigorous judicial protection is the freedom to make one's own decisions about procreation without state interference, unless the state has a compelling reason to intervene and avoids unnecessary restrictions. The protected choices most often litigated have been those pertaining to abortions and contraception. The individual interest at stakethough sometimes styled a right of "privacy" -is in fact an interest in autonomous resolution of one of life's most important questions. 19 If the purpose of the due process clause is to insulate that interest, though, it does not apply straightforwardly to tinkering by the state with the reproductive decisions of persons incapable of moral and rational choice. For all of Bellotti v. Baird's talk about the child's right to "seek" an abortion, 20 five members of the Court agreed that the state could prevent an immature minor from making that decision -four by committing the choice to a court, one by committing it to the child's parents. 21 Justice Powell's opinion, joined by Chief Justice Burger and Justices Stewart and Rehnquist, explicitly recognized that "minors often lack the experience, perspective, and judgment to recognize and avoid choices that could be detrimental to them." 443 U.S. at 635. The Justices held that the state, if it has a parental consent requirement, must provide an alternate procedure so that minors can still obtain an abortion if the minor proves herself mature or shows that an abortion is in her best interests. Court approval would be one such constitutionally permissible alternate procedure. Id. at 642-44. Justice White would have upheld a requirement of parental consent. Id. at 656-57 (dissenting opinion).
In considering access to contraceptives, the Supreme Court has also looked to the characteristics of the individual. Although Carey v. Population Servs. Int'l, 431 U.S. 176o [Vol. 94:'1756 Closely related to the due process liberty of procreative autonomy is the fundamental equal protection freedom to marry. 2 2 That right is withheld from both minors 23 and the mentally incompetent 24 because they lack the full capacity for individual choice -and freedom of choice is at the heart of the right to marry. 25 So too with the right to vote. We permit the imposition of age and competence restrictions because the freedom at stake presupposes that one claiming it has the "ability to participate intelligently in the electoral process." ' 26 It could hardly be otherwise, since ultimately the ballot functions as a means of self-government, an activity difficult for those incapable of moral and rational choice. 678 ('977), held that children had a right to acquire contraceptives, Justice Brennan's plurality opinion assumed that "the Constitution does not bar state regulation of the sexual behavior of minors." Id. at 694 n.I7 (plurality opinion in relevant part). Thus, it is difficult to say that the child has any freedom to make decisions about procreation.
However questionable its conclusions may be for other reasons, Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200, 207 (1927) , suggests the importance of the ability to choose for decisions about the propriety of involuntary sterilization. See also In re Grady, 85 N.J. 235, 426 A.2d 467 (r98I) (upholding involuntary sterilization statute, giving as one reason the inability of incompetents to choose).
22 Although the Supreme Court considered the right to marry only under the equal protection clause, it seems likely that it also qualifies as a substantive due process interest. See Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978) 27 By contrast with freedoms, other constitutional rights are justified in ways that say little about the character of the person claiming the right. Consider, for example, the procedural protections afforded by the fifth and 14th amendments in adjudication of property interests. Most of us would agree that someone mentally ill or in a coma is entitled to due process protection against the seizure of his property. 236 (2969) . Part of the reason is that we define interests in property without reference to any characteristics of the owner; a three-year-old can own land in fee simple just as an adult can. Procedural protections can also be justified without reference to individual traits; they ensure accuracy in decisions about the disposition of property. See Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 97 (1972) . One might approach the seventh amendment right to a jury trial in civil cases in the same way: It is designed to assure a fair determination of disputed facts, something to which even one in a coma is entitled, provided he has $20 at stake.
Even in its nonsubstantive aspects, the equal protection clause necessarily entails some attention to the characteristics of the rights-claimant, because it requires only Any argument, then, that incompetents are entitled to claim constitutional freedoms encounters two serious obstacles, one practical and one theoretical. The first is the unpredictable social and-individual consequences that may result from the exercise of irrational choice; the second is the difficulty of explaining why we should ascribe, to those unable to choose, liberties that are valued because of the protection they offer for choice. Despite these problems, I believe it is nonetheless possible to ascribe constitutional freedoms to persons with a diminished capacity for choice. In the next four Parts, I explore a number of theories to justify such an ascription. The first conception, which I call laissez faire, argues from premises of human dignity or of utility that we should in all cases show the same concern and respect for children, the retarded, and so on, as we would for fully competent adults. A second possibility is an instrumental one -to value freedoms not because they are intrinsically valuable but because they contribute to some other interest of the incompetent. A third approach, which relies on surrogate choices, assumes that freedoms are important even to one who has no concern for them, if those who care for him value freedoms on his behalf. Finally, for those lacking a surrogate to make such choices for them, we must proceed on the premise that the state has a duty to act in their interests as would a surrogate. I state these theories in increasing order of intrusiveness into the individual's life, and I shall argue that judges and legislators should consider them in series to settle on the least intrusive means of control.
T-I. THE LAISSEZ-FAIRE APPROACH TO FREEDOM

A. Laissez Faire as an Absolute Principle
Among the arguments for securing liberty for all individuals regardless of age or capacity for choice, the most protecthat those similar in relevant respects be treated alike. See generally Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 CALIF. L. REV. 341 (I949). But the relevant individual characteristics normally do not include the ability to make choices. In equal protection cases involving children, the question is typically whether one group of children, defined by race or circumstances of birth, should be treated like another class of children, not like mature adults. See, e.g., Lalli v. Lalli, 439 The ban on cruel and unusual punishment also requires some attention to the character of the person claiming its protection, but the capacity for rational choice is not a relevant characteristic. All that is presupposed is a human being who is sentient and capable of suffering.
five is laissez faire. By that term I mean to designate an ideology holding that everyone should be entitled to all freedoms in equal measure. In one form, the laissez-faire argument derives from the "premise of individual dignity" 28 the conclusion that freedom is an end in itself: "To be able to choose is a good that is independent of the wisdom of what is chosen." '29 Because of this heedlessness of consequences, the laissez-faire position based on individual dignity needs no special rules for those unable to choose wisely. If choice is an intrinsic good, then even the youngest child, who is bound to make foolish choices, should be entitled to claim constitutional freedoms.
The application of this view to those, such as children, without a full capacity for rational choice has a legitimate judicial pedigree. The laissez-faire position based on individual dignity does present an internally consistent claim on behalf of equal liberty for all, but it is both unjust and impractical. Its key assumption is that children, the mentally deficient, and other legal incompetents have the same claim to "individual dignity" as competent adults. The most obvious problem with this assumption is that few of us are willing to make it. We are not, for example, willing to allow a child the freedom to roam at will at the cost of having him run down by a car. In fact, my child has a private right, enforceable under the neglect statutes, to my restricting his freedom to wander in the street. By the same token, the state would act unjustly if it did not restrict the sale of liquor or airplane glue to six-year-olds. These examples are extreme, but they make the point that we hardly go all out as a society for every proposition that a strict principle of human dignity would entail. Compulsory education violates such principles, as does the civil commitment of a retarded person who would otherwise starve in the street.
A weaker version of the laissez-faire argument, which has its genesis in the ideas of Herbert Spencer, is essentially utilitarian. It sees human happiness as the ultimate goal and liberty of action as a means of producing that happiness.
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Like the version based on human dignity, the utilitarian position holds that people can claim the benefits of liberty without regard to their capacity for choice. People may differ greatly in their ability to enjoy the benefits of freedom, but a child and an adult can both be free in the same way a shotglass and a tumbler can both be full. On this view there is no justification for permitting greater state interference with a child's freedom of speech, for example, than with an adult's.
The utilitarian affirmation of laissez faire as a means as well as an end is illustrated by Justice Brandeis' concurrence in Whitney v. California: 35 "Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State was to make men free to develop their faculties .... They valued liberty both as an end and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of liberty." Cases such as Cohen v. California, 36 Roe v. Wade, 37 This utilitarian approach is plainly untenable as an argument for full recognition of liberty for incompetents. 40 It founders on the unwarranted assumption that, for such a person, freedom necessarily produces happiness. If that is not so, liberty loses some of its utilitarian appeal and may yield to other means of achieving the desired end. And, of course, freedom does not always produce happiness. If I allow my three-year-old to play ball outside by himself, he is free to exercise his faculties, but it's a good bet that sooner or later he will chase his ball into the street and be run over. Because he lacks judgment, patience, and a working knowledge of Newton's laws, I have little doubt that his long-term happiness will be best assured if I forbid him to play near cars. The same might be said for a city ordinance forbidding him to play in the street at night.
B. Laissez Faire as a Limiting Principle
Nevertheless, whether based on dignity or utility, laissezfaire ideology currently plays an important and useful role in constitutional law. Although we may not favor universal application of the principle, laissez faire does work to broaden our idea of who is entitled to enjoy constitutional liberties. One illustration is the rule concerning the abortion rights of mature minors that emerges from Planned Parenthood v. Danforth 4 ' and Bellotti v. Baird. 4 2 Together, those cases indicate that, because some minors under eighteen are able to make rational choices about the desirability of an abortion, a state may not require all pregnant females under that age to secure parental permission or a court order before seeking an abortion. Instead, if the state wishes to act, it must inquire in each case whether the minor is mature enough to make the decision on her own, and if she is, it may not interfere with her choice even though a judge believes that it is not in her best interests. 43 A second example is the frequent suggestion that a mere showing of mental illness is not enough to justify involuntary civil commitment. Because mental illness may (quoting Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting)). take many different forms and does not necessarily entail incompetence to make decisions about the need for treatment, a more particularized finding of incapacity should be required if a commitment statute is to comport with due process.
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Much the same is often said about the right of mental patients to refuse treatment. 45 For similar reasons, blanket disqualifications of mentally disabled persons from voting 46 and from marriage 4 7 have been criticized as unconstitutionally overbroad.
Courts in these cases accept the notion that freedom to undertake a particular course of conduct may be less meaningful for one with diminished capacity for choice. Nevertheless, they try to ensure that the state does not use unjustified presumptions to enlarge the class of individuals considered unable to choose. In short, they seek to maximize the reach of laissez faire so that the principle is used whenever practicable. Of course, in some cases the courts will tolerate blanket denials of freedom to those of diminished capacity.
48 Case-by- case adjudication about claims to everything from obscene books to voting has a certain pious appeal, but it would be awfully expensive and might well produce arbitrary results. The decision whether an individual is sufficiently rational, mature, and experienced to make up her own mind about whether to have an abortion or get married is not one that judges are especially well equipped to make. 4 9 Consequently, before jettisoning general rules, the courts ask what precisely is the individual harm from a categorical approach, and also how important it is to have a general rule at all. 5 0 It is easy to see by almost any measure of individual harm why we might want case-by-case determinations of maturity when the issue is abortion, but not when it is the right to buy pornography. A young woman denied the choice to have an abortion may suffer an impairment far more serious, 5 1 permanent, and total than will one merely prevented from purchasing pornographic books. The factor of permanence also helps explain why marriage and voting rights are more frequently championed for the mentally disabled, for whom any denial may be long term, than for minors, who in any case will have both rights in a few years.
Although methods other than laissez faire may be used to attribute freedoms to those who are not rational adults, the use of the limiting principle just discussed shows that the courts prefer a laissez-faire approach whenever possible. This preference suggests that laissez faire is our primary conception of liberty, greater deviations from which require correspondingly greater justification. Moreover, the rule of autonomous choice is easier to apply than the rules discussed below, which at times require courts to decide what will be most likely to enhance an individual's welfare. Society benefits when its courts are not forced to make such difficult and time-consuming choices. 
I. AN INSTRUMENTAL CONCEPTION OF FREEDOM
If liberty involves the making of rational choices, its intelligent exercise demands practice. This idea is at the core of one way of justifying liberty for those whom the justifications for laissez faire do not reach. According to this instrumental conception, the right to freedom may depend on the ability to choose, but acquiring the ability to choose also depends on the exercise of freedom. We can thus justify the ascription of freedoms to one presently without the capacity for choice because the individual's development into a mature and healthy person depends in large measure on the prior recognition of liberties. Using freedom of speech as an example, I begin by showing that such a view of liberty is really something different from our conventional understanding of the term. I then illustrate what an instrumental view of free speech might mean for children 5 2 and the mentally ill. Finally, I suggest a few other applications of the instrumental conception and sketch some of its limitations.
A. The Need for an Instrumental Conception: Freedom of Speech
Over nearly the whole range of "speech" activities, the courts have imposed paternalistic restraints on the free speech of children in order to advance their health, education, and morals. S3 A minor's freedom to peddle even religious ideas may be limited in order to avoid "emotional excitement and psychological or physical injury." '5 4 The child's right of access to ideas, at least those that are vulgar or pornographic, can be specially limited because a state might rationally conclude that such matter impairs the child's "ethical and moral devel- 451, 467-69 (1952) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (the right to privacy should prevent a regulated streetcar company from forcing "the streetcar captive audience" to listen to certain radio broadcasts). See generally T. EMERSON, supra note 9, at 710-X2. 59 See, e.g states by statute, 63 may be restricted to prevent injuries from pens or pencils."
Both courts and commentators often suggest that the interest of the state as parens patriae in restricting the freedom of incompetents is weighed against a right to free speech that is equal in scope whether the claimant is a child, a mentally ill person, or a healthy adult. 65 That conception is misguided. Far from simply overriding an incompetent individual's freedom, we implicitly deny the freedom of incompetents when we impose paternalistic restraints upon them. The point is made clear if one compares the reasons for limiting the free speech of adults with the paternalistic reasons for limiting the rights of incompetents. For adults, we override free speech rights only when necessary to give equal respect to the dignity of other persons, and not simply to protect the would-be speaker from harming himself. Thus, for fully competent persons, freedom to speak can be outweighed only by conflicting claims of other individuals (libel, fraud, invasion of privacy, fighting words) or by social necessities that interfere neutrally and minimally with expression (no sound trucks, no parades during rush hour) or are sufficiently compelling to overwhelm speech rights (subversive advocacy). 66 There is an essential difference between these countervailing individual rights and social necessities, on the one hand, and paternalistic restraints on the other: The latter are inconsistent with the ideas of human dignity and political equality that are the basis for conventional theories of rights. 67 Paternalistic restrictions can be justified only on the assumption that the state is best able to choose on the individual's behalf, that is to say, only on the assumption that the individual's choice in the matter in question is not entitled to the same respect, and to the same constitutional protection, as the preference that the majority establishes for him.
B. An Instrumental Justification for Freedom of Speech
If freedom of speech has to be justified in more restrictive terms for children and the mentally ill, what warrants attributing it to them at all, and what form would it take? Earlier I noted that we value freedom of speech because of its contribution to self-government and to self-expression. In this Section, I consider the ways in which permitting incompetent persons to exercise freedom of speech might advance those goals.
i. Self-Government. -One part of the instrumental justification of freedom of speech for children is that liberty assists their development into mature adults capable of democratic self-government. 68 The Supreme Court has clearly endorsed this view in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District. 69 Tinker held that high school and junior high school students, aged thirteen to sixteen, were deprived of their freedom of speech when they were suspended for wearing black armbands to protest the Vietnam War. At first blush it might seem that this freedom was indistinguishable from that of their parents: Justice Fortas' opinion for the Court speaks throughout of "First Amendment rights" 70 in an unqualified way and imputes to the children a desire to influence others regarding the formulation of political policy.
7 1 Ultimately, though, the Court thought free speech important not because Washington waited on the outcome of the school's foreign policy debate, but because free speech played a role in the students' own development: "The Nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth 'out of a multitude of The primarily instrumental character of the child's free speech rights means that these rights need not be protected as zealously as those of adults. For example, prior restraints have long been seen as the cardinal sin against adult freedom of speech, in part because " [i] t is vital to the operation of democratic government that the citizens have facts and ideas on important issues before them. A delay of even a day or two may be of crucial importance in some instances." ' 7 3 Such restrictions are widely accepted when imposed on school newspapers, though; the justification demanded is nothing more compelling than a reasonable likelihood of disruption to school processes. 7 4 The explanation is surely that the significance of student expression in ensuring the right outcome counts for far less than it would in the adult world, and the instrumental value of immediate publication -the educational benefits that are lost when restraint or prepublication review is allowed -is outweighed by the significance of the pedagogical process that might be disrupted. A similar instrumental analysis of the relation of free speech to self-government is applicable to the mentally ill. Within the miniature society of the institution, the patient's role, like the child's within the school system, is more passive than active. The one striking exception to that passivity is the active role encouraged by the law for the patient in his efforts to expose wrongful confinement. We do not want to risk having too many people grow up to define themselves as liars or bigots; as a society we are not above bending the twig a little, though we won't tamper with the tree. 8 2 But this does not mean that, for anyone not a fully competent adult, freedom of expression is completely subordinate to some social blueprint for the ideal citizen. Instead, we permit children to express themselves -within limitswith the instrumental hope that they will grow up able to appreciate the intrinsic satisfactions of self-expression. Society has an interest in encouraging autonomy and diversity, and freedom of speech for children serves several values important to that end. 8 3 Courts often note the value of freedom in teaching children the satisfactions that can result from expression of their own individuality; 8 4 in ensuring the developmental of skills used for rational discourse; 85 in instilling an appreciation of how speech can affect, assist, and injure others; and in providing for the receipt of information important to the child's development.
An illustration of how these values are implemented is the treatment of racial insults in schools. Though face-to-face racial slurs could probably be forbidden for both adults and children, 8 permit over adults, is prompted by the greater sensitivity of children to racial disparagement. But it can only be tolerated if we see the self-realization functions served by the speech of children as instrumental rather than intrinsic. Consider the first of those instrumental values: teaching children the satisfaction that can result from expressions of individuality. Expression of racial discrimination doubtless serves that end, in a perverse fashion, but precisely because it is perverse, we regulate children's speech, lest they develop into adults who define themselves as racists. With regard to the second and third of the functions served by the child's free speech right -the development of skills and of an appreciation of the impact of speech on others -it makes sense to conclude that those are lessons that may be learned another time when the consequences for the listener are not as severe. 8 8 As with children, recovery of a healthy personality in the case of the mentally ill does not necessarily occur without regulation. That being so, the individual's self-definition or realization through expression or receipt of information may play only an instrumental role in the patient's recovery, rather than be assigned an ultimate value as a good in itself. Thus, the statutes of most states provide that the communication and visitation rights of patients may be restricted "for the medical welfare of the patient." ' 8 9 Some of the instrumental purposes served by granting freedom of speech to children are already fulfilled in the case of the institutionalized mentally ill, whose language skills are more likely to be well developed. Free speech rights can nonetheless serve an important instrumental function in aiding the eventual readaptation of the mentally ill individual to society. The principle of normalization espoused by such cases as Wyatt v. Stickney 9 " builds on the perception that the total s8 A second illustration of the difference between the adult's and the child's freedom of speech in the process of self-realization is provided by cases establishing variable standards for obscenity, e.g., Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629 (1968) , and vulgarity, e.g., FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 483 U.S. 726, 749-50 (1978). Regulations like these do not affect the development of the speaker's skill, but rather curtail the receipt of information that is important to the recipient for one reason or another. control exercised by an institution over its inmates fosters a dependence that is itself an obstacle to social readjustment. 9 1 The surest means of avoiding such institutional dependence is to grant the patient the greatest possible autonomy consistent with the purposes of commitment.
C. Applications and Limitations of the Instrumental View of Freedom
Having discussed freedom of speech, I want to say a word about the application of the instrumental approach to other freedoms. Issues of freedom of association, assembly, and movement arise when the visitation rights of the institutionalized mentally ill or retarded are limited, and indeed when such individuals are institutionalized in the first place. 92 The same liberties are implicated by juvenile curfew ordinances. Many of these questions can be approached in the manner I have outlined above. Consider juvenile curfews. It would surely be unconstitutional to forbid children to appear on the streets without a chaperone at any time of day, and would just as surely be constitutional to require an adult companion between one and six in the morning. But absent emergency conditions, both ordinances would be unconstitutional if applied to adults. 93 The difference is that, for children, the freedoms of association and assembly have less an intrinsic than an instrumental significance; they can therefore be restricted somewhat because children have other opportunities to pursue their group objectives. As long as a child has nineteen hours a day to meet with his street gang, his development is not likely to be significantly impaired by the fact that he cannot do it all night long. Freedom of the press, the liberty preeminently involved in cases dealing with the regulation of underground or official student newspapers, may also be approached in the same instrumental fashion. [Vol. 94:1756
FREEDOM AND CHOICE
However, the instrumental view of freedom is not applicable to all actors of diminished capacity with respect to all choices. If its essential premise is that freedoms are protected in order to assist the individual's development into a healthy adult capable of exercising choice in an unrestricted fashion, it has little relevance for the attribution of liberties to the severely retarded, the very senile, or those who are comatose. A decision about the free speech rights of a severely retarded adult, for example, must take into account that he may never be allowed to vote, that he will never derive a full measure of satisfaction from expression as a means of self-realization, that he will never fully master the skills of rational discourse nor appreciate fully how his expression affects others, and that he is incapable of grasping a good deal of what others are trying to impart to him.
Moreover, there are some choices that even healthy children or the treatable mentally ill can be permitted to make only at extreme peril to their long-term development. A decision whether to undertake a painful and hazardous life-saving medical procedure involves consequences far more weighty than a decision whether to wear a black armband to school, and the importance of making the choice correctly may far outweigh the developmental significance of allowing the incompetent individual to make it on his own.
Part I considered and rejected the suggestion that we apply the laissez-faire conception of freedom across the board to those of diminished capacity. Nevertheless, it argued that the laissez-faire idea of freedom serves as a benchmark and that the justifications for extending freedom become less acceptable as they deviate from that idea. Of the various grounds for attributing freedoms to incompetent persons, the instrumental notion deviates least from this benchmark justification. In fact, the instrumental conception just discussed strongly resembles the utilitarian laissez-faire position -both share the fundamental assumption that freedom is a means to a more valuable end. What distinguishes the instrumental justification is that it assigns a qualified rather than an absolute value to liberty itself, because it assumes only an imperfect correlation between freedom and happiness. In part, this skepticism inevitably results from the attempt to be more specific about the ends to which freedom is a means. It also results from the realization that for certain actors and for certain choices, an individual's freedom to choose can actually produce significant individual and social harm. It is to those cases that I now turn.
IV. FREEDOM TO FOLLOW SURROGATE CHOICES
This Part maintains that, in the more difficult cases in which the individual is too incompetent or the choice too significant to risk noninterference, an individual should still have the right to be free from state interference, provided that his choices can be made by a surrogate decisionmaker who is sufficiently close to the individual. In Section A, I begin by exploring the configuration of private rights and duties in the relation between parent and child. Section B shows how this matrix of private rights figures in the assertion of rights against the state. Finally, in Section C, I propose a number of other applications for the theory of surrogate choices.
A. The Relation Between Claimant and Surrogate
A proper understanding of the child's claim to freedom against the state must begin with an exploration of the private rights and duties that exist between parent and child. Only thus is it possible to see what the state takes away from the child and whether what is lost might qualify as a protected liberty. That focus has not always been the concern of the courts. In cases involving the custody of children, the decision is usually governed by the child's statutory or common law right to have his "best interests" pursued. 94 It is odd, then, that when parents and the state are fighting about how the child will be educated, the decision so often turns simply on a consideration of the parents' due process 95 claims first. A second and more persuasive reason is the reluctance of the courts to recognize constitutionally protected freedoms for children in matters that their parents usually decide for them. 99 Yet there is something awry with this focus on the parents. After all, it is the child who is being forced to go to public school and forbidden to learn German, and unless the state succeeds in its coercive conditioning, it is he who will sense the deprivation most acutely later on. If the parents believe they will be damned for sending their children to public school, 10 0 they surely have a free exercise claim of their own. But cannot one say the same thing a fortiori of the children, whose souls the parents have failed to save?' 0 ' To make the point, I begin with the general proposition that "the parent, being the cause of the child's existing in a helpless condition, would be indirectly the cause of the suffering and death that would result to it if neglected."' 1 2 Beyond the fact that, in the case of blood parents, they have brought the child helpless into the world, ' 0 3 they are also the persons most aware of his circumstances and are consequently in the best position to help him.
10 4 Their duty to act in his interests, and thus the private right that he has against them, may be seen as the paradigm of the "good samaritan" principle. 1 0 5 The same may be said to a large extent of adoptive and foster parents, stepparents, and other guardians; although they have not given the child life, they have at least taken control of him, and by their action they have put themselves in the best position to provide for his needs.
As a moral matter, the extent of the child's right against his parents finds its source in his dependence. Because during his early years they hold his life in the balance, they have a duty to provide him with the essentials of life: not simply food, clothing, shelter, and health care, but also the education nec-99 Yoder, 406 U.S. at 232 ("There is nothing in the record or in the ordinary course of human experience to suggest that non-Amish parents generally consult with children of ages 14-16 if they are placed in a church school of the parents' faith.").
100 Jonas Yoder believed that by sending his children to high school he would endanger not only their salvation but his own as well. Not only is the definition of "proper education" and "proper care and attention" much debated, but available evidence also indicates that the child's interests are best served when such matters are left to private choice. In the first place, the child needs the "identity and continuity of cultural heritage" 11 3 that only parents can provide. Perhaps equally important, the state 106 See A. MELDEN, supra note 104, at 149-50. 107 These rights are also enforced in a perhaps less constructive fashion by "cruelty to children" statutes, which criminalize acts of abuse and endangerment as well as the deprivation of "necessities of life." For a general review of such laws, see Paulsen, The Legal Framework for Child Protection, 66 COLUM. L. REV. 679, can often do little to improve a child's lot, for reasons that may include not only lack of funds, but also the difficulty of supervising interpersonal relations and the virtual impossibility of predicting human development. 114 Finally, the success of the family venture will depend on giving some measure of recognition to parental desires to share in the life of their offspring. 1 15 Do parents have rights against, as well as duties toward, their children? I think not. One obvious candidate for such a right is the parents' claim to the obedience and cooperation necessary to raise their children successfully. Properly considered, though, this is not an independent right; it is simply a derivative of the child's right to have discipline and guidance imposed upon him in his own interests.
1 16 One might also think that parents have a right to have their children pursue life prospects acceptable to the parents. But that interest, too, functions more as a limitation on parental duty than as an independent right. An Amish mother has no obligation to support her daughter's decision to go to Yale, but the daughter likewise has no duty to live out her life in her parents' community. I find it more difficult to say in what way a parent may claim a debt of gratitude, repayable in the coin of affection and, perhaps, support in later years. There is something peculiar about saying that such things are "owed";" 7 yet there is a sense in which love creates duties and so (I suppose) corresponding rights.
B. The Ascription of Liberties in Claimant-Surrogate Relations
What does all this talk about private rights mean for the distribution of rights against the state between parent and child? Historically, courts have looked to the free exercise 534-35 (1925) ; see Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 651 (1972) ("the interest of a parent in the companionship, care, custody, and management of his or her children"); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 402 (1923) ("the power of parents to control the education of their own").
argued that parents have no rights against their children, although they do have duties to them. It is perfectly consistent with this argument to say that parents can claim freedom from state interference in performance of those private duties. The parental freedom that the Constitution protects is itself derived from the child's personal moral right against the parent. The parent's liberty against the state is akin to the parent's hypothetical "right" against the child to demand cooperation in the task of rearing. In essence, the latter describes a duty that the child owes himself, 120 and the former a duty that the state owes to the child. 121
Accepting that the state owes a duty to the child brings us closer to the proposition that this Part advances: Constitutional liberties protect children in the exercise of choices that their parents have made for them. This proposition radically alters our conception of the individuals involved and the rights protected. The individual to whom the liberty is attributed will differ in important respects from the typical adult claimant. The child in a case such as Wisconsin v. Yoder 12 2 may be insufficiently mature to assert, waive, or forgive violations of his free exercise rights. Moreover, what the Constitution protects is not a choice that the child has made but one that his parents have determined is beneficial to him. Nevertheless, insofar as his parents are sensitive to their private duties to the child, the decision that results is his decision in the sense that it is in his interest. 123 Interference by the state with the child's "choice" is thus forbidden in much the same way as it is for conventional adult claimants. 120 See Blustein, supra note io3, at 120. 121 There are some indications that the Supreme Court has recently begun to see the matter in this light. In Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 74-75 (1976), and Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622, 642 (979) (plurality opinion), the Court supported the child in conflict with her parents over abortion. One might say that, when the parent seeks to act contrary to the child's best interests, he has no right to freedom from state interference, since he is not in fact fulfilling an obligation to the child. Moreover, the state would violate its primary duty to the child by supporting the parental choice. Although I subscribe to that theory, I would dissent from its application to the specific question in Danforth and Bellotti, not because I place supreme confidence in parental wisdom and good will, but because I have even less confidence in the state's ability to determine the child's best interests. 
C. Applications and Limitations of the Surrogate-Choice View of Freedom
In this Section, I offer a few applications of the surrogatechoice approach to constitutional freedoms and suggest several significant areas to which it should not be applied. The surrogate approach affords a useful vantage point from which to view the difficult problem of state intervention in decisions about the provision of urgently needed medical treatment. Consider, at the easiest end of the spectrum, a religiously motivated parental objection to a blood transfusion necessary to save an infant's life. 124 In favor of permitting the state to make the choice are the relative unintrusiveness of the procedure, the high probability of success, and the fatal consequences of nonintervention. Moreover, from a purely secular point of view, the child's need can be objectively defined and satisfied in a way that commands general public agreement. Finally, the choice is not one that involves any special parental familiarity with the child's social and emotional needs. 125 One could say with some confidence, then, that a parent who withholds authorization is violating the child's private moral right against the parent and that enforcement of the parent's choice would thus be inconsistent with the child's liberty interest. Even the addition of a religious component does not significantly change the equation. The parent has no personal right that the child live a life -or suffer a death -acceptable to the parent. 126 Nor is the intervention in a single, short-term, and fairly unintrusive instance likely to affect the child's moral development in matters that the parents have an obligation to control.
On the other hand, as the operation in question becomes more experimental, as the degree of intrusiveness becomes greater (for instance, if more pain is involved, the side effects are more severe, or the duration of the treatment is prolonged), and as the consequences of inaction become less serious, the propriety of state interference becomes more questionable. The parents' knowledge of their child's emotional needs plays a greater role. 127 Because the decision is not a stark and certain one between life and death, it involves choices among values not subject to objective definition and not reinforced by general public consensus.
The same range of questions arises for medical patients who, because they are comatose or senile, are incapable of making their own choices and consequently possess rights to liberty only in the derivative sense discussed in this Part. If the surrogate decisionmaker acts within a family relationship to the rightholder -children deciding for aged parents, one spouse for another -much of what was said about the matrix of private rights and duties in Section A obtains with equal strength. Cases such as In re Quinlan 128 show how the factors of control over the patient, familiarity with his or her desires, and ties of love, friendship, and gratitude give the patient a claim to the exercise of the surrogate's judgment and the right to freedom from state interference with its implementation. The only significant difference from the case of children is that the surrogate's decision should be guided by the patient's system of values, to the extent that they are known.
129
The surrogate approach to constitutional freedoms may also provide some help in analyzing the judicial treatment of uncontested custody arrangements following divorce. An explicit focus on the child's constitutional entitlement to parental choices regarding living arrangements, rather than on the arrogant presumptions of the "best interests" standard, would make interference with joint custody agreements less accept- 129 See generally J. RAWLS, supra note 2, at 249. To take an extreme case, the courts should surely have power to prevent the legatees of a senile Catholic priest from seeking euthanasia for him. In general, judicial activism is warranted when there is evidence of the claimant's own historic preferences, since courts are competent to discover these preferences and would not have to construct a hypothetical system of values for the patient. The Constitution and the Family, supra note 47, at 1323-26. Two other examples are worth mentioning. Justice Douglas' dissent in Yoder, 406 U.S. at 242, argued that it was improper for the Court to affirm the right of Amish parents to withdraw their children from public school after eighth grade without considering the views of the children. I would maintain, on the contrary, that the mere expression of conflicting desires by the child is not a sufficient justification for state interference with parental choices -indeed, state intervention to enforce the child's opinions would, according to my view, restrict the child's freedom of religion. What I have said about the relation of parents and children also suggests that one of the guidelines laid down by Justice Powell for minors' abortions in Baird should be reconsidered: the indication that a pregnant minor female too immature to make the decision on her own could Still, there is a significant number of cases in which the surrogate-choice theory fails to give any meaningful content to constitutional freedoms. The theory presumes an available surrogate, related to the claimant by a network of private rights and obligations, who can stand between him and the state to retain private control over choices in his interest. When incompetent persons are under the direct control of the state, no such surrogate exists. This group includes children who are wards of the state, patients in state mental institutions, and even those receiving state medical care who have no remaining family ties.
V. THE FOURTH DIMENSION OF FREEDOM: A THEORY OF THE RIGHT TO "LIFE"
The freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution make no sense for an incompetent individual under state control and lacking a surrogate to make choices for him. The state is charged with making critical choices for the individual; yet it is from the state's interference with choice that constitutional freedoms are intended to provide protection. In this Part, I argue that the residue of constitutional protection left behind when freedom enters this fourth dimension may most appropriately be called a right to "life"; those over whom the state exercises total control are entitled by this right to a certain minimal level of benefits from the state. I then try to illustrate and justify this right by discussing the right to treatment for the civilly committed mentally ill. Finally, I suggest several other applications of the right to life.
A. A Note on Terminology
Of the rights to "life, liberty, and property" protected by the fourteenth amendment, the first has received by far the narrowest interpretation.
1 3 1 I propose to use the term "life" not be required to get parental consent unless an independent judicial determination were also available. 443 U.S. at 643-48 (plurality opinion). For such an individual, a requirement of parental consent does nothing more than ensure that a third party, the doctor, assists in securing to the minor the private right that she has against her parents. Cf. H.L. v. Matheson, ioi S. Ct. 1164 (i98i) (upholding statute requiring doctor to notify parents before performing abortion on minor). To say that her substantive due process liberty is better protected by leaving the choice to the state rather than to the parents is to say that what would ordinarily count as a restraint of freedom -state interference with choice -is in fact the process by which the choice should be made. 131 It is worth noting, however, that Blackstone, who gave the term "liberty" a rather restricted definition, i W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *134, understood "life" to refer to "the right of personal security [that] consists in a person's legal and broadly, in the way we use it when we speak of "a life worth living." My notion of a "right to life" includes, for an incompetent in state custody, claims to food, clothing, shelter, medical care, a decent physical environment, and, in addition, education, treatment, or habilitation. The most obvious objection to this approach is that it subjects to new tensions constitutional language whose meaning has long been settled. But that is not at all different from what has happened with the word "liberty," whose common law and pre-Civil War meaning extended little beyond the freedom from physical restraint. 132 The same expansion has characterized the term "property." 133 However, the term "life" is not simply "the most convenient vehicle into which to pack all kinds of rights"; 134 it is also the most suitable term, given the nature of the duties undertaken by the state. In discussing the child's private claims against his parents in Part IV, I pointed out that the child's claims have their source in his dependence. Because they control his life, the parents' duty encompasses all the essentials of life. 135 It is this obligation that the state assumes when it acts as parens patriae. for all it is worth would solve just half the problem we are concerned with, since it applies only to the states. The obvious way to extend its directive to the federal government is to do what was done in the case of equal protection -read it into the fifth amendments due process clause. Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U. S. 497 (1954) . But that only brings us back to the problem of deciding whether the rights at issue are best described as "life," "liberty," or "property." I would be willing to overlook even this problem, given the historically more plausible argument for finding substantive guarantees in the privileges or immunities clause, see J. ELY, DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST 25-28 (I980), if there were some indication that the content of the privileges or immunities clause would be easier to specify than the content of an expanded right to "life." In either case, however, we would be starting from scratch. The right for which I am contending is far narrower than a general claim of constitutional entitlement to basic welfare rights for everyone, 13 7 for the state's obligation to provide services only arises when the state has supplanted private decisionmakers. In fact, as a matter of constitutional law, the right does not even mean that the state has an affirmative duty to step in to care for orphans, the mentally handicapped, the aged, and so on. It might be morally reprehensible for the state to allow such people to die for want of help, but that is another matter. Finally, I would grant this right against the state only to those for whom freedom can have none of the meanings discussed in Parts Il-IV. Thus, it must be shown that: (i) the individual in question is incompetent to make a specific choice (thus satisfying the concern of the laissez-faire approach that categories of incompetents not be drawn too broadly); (2) the decision is sufficiently important that one cannot allow him to make it solely to promote his autonomous development (rendering inapplicable the instrumental conception of liberty); and (3) no private decisionmaker is sufficiently close to the individual to make a better choice than the state could make (rendering the surrogate conception of liberty useless). Any attempt at state control that did not satisfy all three conditions would violate the individual's constitutional liberties.
B. An Application: The Right to Treatment
Suppose that an individual is reliably diagnosed as severely psychotic-schizophrenic, that a satisfactory treatment is available, and that he irrationally refuses it.
138 Those facts would put him beyond the range of laissez faire even as a limiting principle. Suppose further that the patient's behavior presents a danger to himself because he avoids all contact with other people and is therefore unable to acquire food, medical care unrelated to his illness, and other necessities of life. Any instrumental value in allowing him to make his own decision would thus disappear. If we add that he has no family or friends willing to assist him either by deciding about care or by providing the essentials of life, I believe that involuntary civil commitment would be justified. If the state took that step, however, I would answer the question left open in O 'Connor v. Donaldson 139 by saying that the state's duties go beyond mere provision of food, clothing, shelter, and routine medical care, and encompass as well the obligation to provide some accepted form of treatment for a patient's psychotic condition. What basis is there for reading a right to such a package of benefits -including treatment -into the Constitution? The question is one to which a number of unsatisfactory answers have been proposed. 140 I begin with the proposition that the state owes to one involuntarily committed to its custody the same moral obligation that Part IV attributed to 140 The quest to find a constitutional basis for the right to treatment has been going on for some time. The most recent attempt to find a basis for the right to treatment, however, looked to a statute rather than the Constitution. 563 (1975) , suggested that provision of treatment was a constitutionally required quid pro quo owed the individual who is deprived of his liberty without the usual criminal restrictions on methods of proof, the demand for a specific act, and a sentence limited to a fixed period of time. Id. at 521-27. The difficulty with the quid pro quo theory is that the exchange it proposes makes no sense. If the state -because of a relaxed procedure -locks up a sane person, he would hardly consider it a fair trade if he were treated for schizophrenia. And if the state locked up a person for five years after proving by the most procedurally scrupulous methods possible that he was schizophrenic, he might properly feel cheated that the state refused to provide treatment after proving so carefully that he needed it.
An alternate due process theory is most commonly identified with Wyatt v. 5-12 (1978) . This theory, which was also adopted by the Fifth Circuit in Donaldson, would base the right on the notion that legislative means must rationally promote legislative ends: "To deprive any citizen of his or her liberty upon the altruistic theory that the confinement is for humane therapeutic reasons and then fail to provide adequate treatment violates the very fundamentals of due process." Wyatt v. Stickney 664-71 (1977) . Even if it does, the issue in right-to-treatment cases would be whether custodial confinement in a mental institution counted as "punishment," a matter taken for granted with regard to the county jail to which Robinson would have been sent. 370 U.S. at 66o n.i. One could draw the lesson that mere custodial confinement is "punishment" from Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976) , which held that deliberate refusal to provide medical treatment to a prison inmate might violate the eighth amendment. Id. at io4-o5; see Note, supra, at 731. But it is difficult to see mere neglect of the mental patient as in any sense retributive or deterrent, and hence punitive, whereas the Court is inclined to view prison brutality as "part of the total punishment to which the individual is being subjected for his crime and, as such, . A final ground advanced for the right to treatment is sometimes tied to the equal protection clause, see Developments -Civil Commitment, supra note 44, at 1329-30, and sometimes discussed as an unadorned right to the least restrictive alternative, Spece, supra, at 3, 33-47. In either case, it amounts to an application of strict scrutiny to the deprivations of primary freedoms that commitment may entail: travel, speech, association, voting, sexual relations, bodily integrity, etc. Chambers, supra note 92, at 1155-68; see Developments -Civil Commitment, supra note 44, at 2293-201. Interference with such paramount rights can only be justified if the state demonstrates that its interest is sufficiently compelling and that the intrusion results in the least possible restriction of individual liberty. Because treatment may lead to an earlier release or greater freedom within the institution, it is argued that treatment is constitutionally required for all commitments save those in which the state can prove that treatment will be ineffective. See Spece, supra, at 42-43. The problem with this approach is its unquestioning assignment of value to the primary rights affected by commitment. On one hand, if the illness has no effect on, say, the schizophrenic's competence to vote, the state would show more respect for his constitutional right by providing an absentee ballot than it would by providing treatment leading to an earlier release. On the other band, it is difficult to see how the inmate has a fundamental right to those freedoms affected by his illness -in the case of one who believes he is radioactive and shuns all contact with other human beings, for example, freedom of association or interests related to sexual relations. If he is unable to make rational choices regarding such matters, he is "free" before commitment only in the descriptive sense that he is subject to no governmental constraint. See p. 2759 & notes 13, 24 supra. If, as I have argued, the consistent interpretation of the Constitution has been that freedom presupposes the ability to choose, his enjoyment of those liberties is not diminished by the fact of commitment, and they provide no basis for the state's obligation to treat.
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surrogates acting within a family relationship to the rightholder. The state exercises control over the patient's life to a degree equivalent to a parent's control over the life of a child; it prescribes diet, dress, living conditions, schedule, medication, companionship, and rules for enforcement of its regimen, and to a great degree interdicts the private provision of those same necessities. The reverse side of the state's control is the patient's dependence, a fact that is guaranteed if the laissezfaire, instrumental, and surrogate tests are applied before commitment is permitted. Given the absence of private alternatives and the institution's continuing supervision of his behavior, the state may be both the only entity able to provide help and the entity most familiar with the individual's needs.
Granted that a moral right against the state exists, is there any basis for constitutionalizing the good samaritan principle -for saying that the state may not have a duty to act, but that if it does take control of an incompetent's life, it cannot stop short of providing appropriate treatment? The answer is that the state creates a right to "life" in the same way it creates property rights and liberty rights. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as a constitutional right to welfare payments, 14 1 to a driver's license, 14 2 to a teaching job at a state college, 143 to parole, 144 to probation,1 45 or to "good-time credit." 146 Yet the Supreme Court has held that the government may create property and liberty interests in such benefits by statutes, "rules [,] or mutually explicit understandings." 147 The process by which such interests are created need not follow any particular formula:
[A]bsence of . . . an explicit contractual provision may not always foreclose the possibility that a teacher has a "property" interest in re-employment .... Explicit contractual provisions may be supplemented by other agreements implied from "the promisor's words and conduct in the light of the surrounding circumstances." 14 8
The meaning of these due process cases for the right to "life" advanced in this Part is this: Once the state, by involuntary commitment, has taken complete control of the individual's life and required his total dependence upon the insti-tution, it is no longer in a position to make disclaimers about what the individual can expect. Its constitutional obligation to care for the incompetent arises not from what it explicitly promises -which may be nothing -but from what it does. By making the committed person look solely to the state for the necessities of life, it has in the clearest possible fashion created an expectation. The constitutional duty is coextensive with the degree of the claimant's dependence; its duty to act as surrogate is not simply a moral obligation but a constitutional one, equal to its duty not to interfere with private performance of the same function.
Could the state explicitly deny that it intends to provide anything more than food, clothing, and shelter, thereby getting itself off the hook of having to provide treatment? I think not. The crucial fact is that the relationship of control and dependence is not offered but imposed. By taking complete control of the institutionalized individual's life, the state steps into a well-defined role that our society endows with welldefined obligations. The paradigm is the relation of control and dependence between parent and child -a role that entails parental duties to provide not only food, clothing, and shelter, but in addition education and proper moral care and attention. The role the state plays should thus define the contours of its obligation. 149 
C. Further Applications of the Right to "Life"
In this final Section, I would like to suggest a few other applications of the right to "life." A logical extension of the right to treatment just discussed is a right to habilitation for the institutionalized mentally retarded. Such a claim does not require new grounds on which to base the right; the same factors of control and dependence, familiarity with the individual's needs, and capacity to meet them provide a foundation for the state's constitutional obligations. 150 The only signifi-149 Even so, why say that treatment is owed when the incompetent has no expectation of private help that he loses by entering the institution? The answer is that there is no reason to suppose that the state's constitutional duty must have a quasicontractual basis. After all, the recipients of government relief in Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970), had to be unable to support themselves from other sources, id. at 355 n.i; thus, they gave up nothing by their reliance on state aid. The crucial point is that the state is constitutionally required to provide for those whom it chooses, expressly or impliedl, to make its dependents.
,so Cases and commentators have not hesitated to extend the right to treatment for the mentally ill to encompass a right to habilitation for the retarded. See, e.g cant difference between the mentally ill and the mentally retarded is that most commitments of the retarded are "voluntary," that is, initiated by the family. This fact appears to leave open to the state the argument that, since the retardate's life is still being controlled by private surrogates, the state's only obligation is not to interfere actively with the surrogate's choices. Thus, if the state provides inadequate care, the state may claim that the parents are ultimately responsible.151 But applying this argument to long-term commitment stretches the meaning of "private control" beyond recognition. When the surrogate turns over total care of the incompetent for any extended period, he effectively indicates his inability or unwillingness to look after the incompetent's interests. The state must accept the responsibility that comes with the power it has assumed and provide the habilitation that the private surrogate would ordinarily provide.
State removal of children from abusive and neglectful parents presents a more complex problem. The primacy of choices made by familial surrogates suggests that state intervention should be limited to cases in which it would harm the child demonstrably less than his current family situation -cases of actual or imminently threatened severe physical harm, sexual abuse, or perhaps serious and reliably diagnosed emotional damage. 152 If, for these reasons or because of abandonment, parental rights must be terminated, the right to "life" requires careful attention to the state's manifest inability to take over the role vacated by the parents. 153 This inability means that, prior to taking direct control of the child, the state must explore all alternatives, such as relatives, foster care, and group homes, focusing on their resemblance to the child's original home situation.
The disposition of juveniles who have been adjudicated delinquent presents still more difficult issues. Although one can find considerable support for a right to treatment for such juveniles, 1 5 4 the problem is complicated by the fact that, unlike abandoned children or the mentally ill, the juvenile offender has been found to have committed a crime punishable without treatment when committed by an adult.) 5 5 Many offenses are grounds for depriving adults of liberty, and in some cases even of life. If there is a reason for treating the juvenile differently, it is because his responsibility is diminished in proportion to his lesser capacity for choice. 156 If the hierarchy advocated in this Article 15 7 is used, the laissez-faire conception of liberty requires case-by-case adjudication of competence in such an important matter (though, in this case, the juvenile will want to show that he is incompetent). For juveniles found to be of diminished capacity, the right to "life" suggests that when the state commits the delinquent to the coercive custody of an institution, it must assume the role left vacant or unfulfilled by the juvenile's parents -a point recognized by a number of state delinquency statutes.' 5 8 What is troubling about the theory is the current, and maybe absolute, impossibility of putting it into practice. If we are to accept the idea that an institution is to have custody of the juvenile delinquent convicted of certain offenses, we inescapably abandon all hope of providing the love, stability, fair discipline, and mutual self-interest that characterize the best family relationships. Those are qualities of care that the law is simply incapable of enforcing. same sort of constitutional freedoms. In defining the constitutional freedoms of the mentally ill, the retarded, and other incompetents, the legal system often makes the same mistake. Because these individuals lack the capacity to make fully rational choices, constitutional freedoms and the choices they protect must often be justified for them in different ways. This Article suggests a hierarchy of possible justifications for granting freedoms to persons of diminished capacity. First, we should look to see whether the deprivation of a particular constitutional freedom is so severe that we must make individualized determinations about competence to exercise it. Second, we should investigate whether there are instrumental reasons for allowing incompetent persons to exercise freedoms: to train children in the exercise of liberties, or to aid the institutionalized mentally ill in seeking freedom if they have been wrongfully confined. Third, when too much is at stake to allow the incompetent to make choices for himself, or when he is simply incapable of choosing at all, we should protect his right to have decisions made on his behalf by those closest to him -typically, his family. Finally, when these three options have been exhausted, the state may step in to make choices for the incompetent. When it does so, it assumes all the duties that caretakers such as parents normally owe to their charges, including both the familiar necessities of life and treatment or habilitation as well.
